We tackle the community detection problem in the Stochastic Block Model (SBM) when the communities of the nodes of the graph are assigned with a Markovian dynamic. To recover the partition of the nodes, we adapt the relaxed K-means SDP program presented in [11] . We identify the relevant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in our framework and we prove that the misclassification error decays exponentially fast with respect to this SNR. We provide infinity norm consistent estimation of the parameters of our model and we discuss our results through the prism of classical degree regimes of the SBMs' literature.
Introduction
Large random graphs have been very popular in the last decade since they are powerful tools to model complex phenomena like interactions on social networks or the spread of a disease. In practical cases, detecting communities of well connected nodes in a graph is a major issue, motivating the study of the Stochastic Block Model (SBM). In this model, each node belongs to a particular community and edges are sampled independently according to a probability depending of the communities of the nodes. Aiming at progressively bridging the gap between models and reality, time evolving random graphs have been recently introduced. In [20] , a Stochastic Block Temporal Model is considered where the temporal evolution is modeled through a discrete hidden Markov chain on the nodes membership and where the connection probabilities also evolve through time. In [22] , connection probabilities between nodes are functions of time, considering a maximum number of nodes that can switch their communities between two consecutive time steps. Following the work of [17] , [19] study the Degree Corrected Stochastic Block Model where the degree of the nodes can vary within the same community. They show that for the relatively sparse case (i.e. when the maximum expected node degree is of order log(n) or higher), the proportion of misclassified nodes tends to 0 with a probability that goes to 1 when the number of nodes n increases using spectral clustering. This result inspired the recent paper [18] which considers a Dynamic Stochastic Block Model where the communities can change with time. They provide direct link between the density of the graph and its smoothness (which measures how much the graph change with time): the smoother is the graph, the sparser it can be guaranteeing still consistent recovery of communities. Several other dynamic variants of the SBM have been proposed so far like in [25] where the presence of an edge at the time step t + 1 directly depends on its presence or absence at time t.
Overview of resolution tools for the static SBM A large span of methods have been developed to solve clustering problems on graphs. The survey [1] gathers the state of the art methods to solve the community detection problem in the SBM. Abbe proposes a well-structured paper treating a large number of different settings for the SBM and reveals phase transition phenomena. Different recovery requirements have been studied in the SBM. Exact recovery defines the ability to recover the true partition of the nodes as the size of graph tends to +∞ while partial recovery aims at asymptotically recovering correctly a fixed and a non trivial fraction of the partition of the nodes. If the survey focuses mainly on the symmetric (i.e. with balanced communities) SBM with two communities, results concerning the general SBM are also presented. Depending on the recovery requiremement and the framework, different tools have been used to tackle the community detection problem. In [2] , an algorithm based on belief propagation solves weak recovery in the general SBM with K ≥ 2 communities and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) larger than 1. In [7] a spectral method is used to solve almost exact recovery in the SBM. If neural networks [24] , Bayesian approaches [26] or Maximum Likelihood estimation [4] have also been proposed to address the community detection problem, another powerful and popular method is Semi-Definite Programming (SDP).
SDPs in the SBM literature If SDP methods can be used to solve weak or exact recovery, it is now well-known that they are usually not the correct tool to reach the optimal threshold [15] , [23] . Despite this lack of optimality, SDP methods have interesting robustness features [23] , [9] . Nevertheless, SDP methods studied so far are suffering from two main drawbacks as pointed out by [11] . i) Most of them need the communities to be balanced or to know their sizes ii) Most of them are based on convex relaxations of min-cut optimization problems [6] , [23] , [13] , [9] and thus can only be used for the assortative SBM 1 . Giraud and Verzelen propose in [11] a SDP method that overcomes the two obstacles previously highlighted. They solve a relaxed version of K-means to get partial recovery bound with a misclassification error that decays exponentially fast with the SNR. Their result, inspired from [9] , is improving the partial recovery bounds previously obtained with the Groethendieck inequality in [12] and [8] .
Contributions Contrary to the dynamic SBMs already presented in the literature, we introduce a new model where the size of the graph grows with time. If previous works mainly consider a fixed number of nodes with an evolving graph where at each time step communities or connection probabilities can change, our point of view is different. In our model, a new node is added to the graph at each time point. We assign a community using a Markovian transition starting from the community of the last node inserted. The newcomer is then connected to all the other nodes of the graph with some probability. Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of our model. In this work, we use the algorithm from [11] to tackle community detection in graphs sampled from our new SBM model. We prove consistent estimation of the parameters of the model using the infinity norm. We comment our results based on the classical degree regimes in the SBMs' literature.
Connection with the litterature If our model shares similarities with Hidden Markov Model (HMM), it turns out to be richer because the emission probabilities are not independent. This is due to the fact that each new node will be connected to all the other nodes of the graph with some probabilities depending on the communities. A classical approach to tackle estimation of the hidden variables in HMMs is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. However this method suffers from a lack of theoretical guarantees on the convergence state. In particular the limit highly depends on the initialization of the algorithm. In [14] a spectral algorithm is used to learn HMMs. They provide a guarantee to recover the joint law of the observations with their polynomial time algorithm. Their result holds under the assumption that the transition matrix of the hidden chain is non singular, and that the (finitely valued) emission distributions are linearly independent. Under those conditions, they ensure the identifiability of their model. [10] provides, under the same two conditions, the general identifiability result for finite state space HMMs. In Section 2, we show that our model is identifiable when the node average degree is of order log(n) or higher.
Outline In Section 2, we start by defining the SBM and its modified version with a Markovian assignment of the communities. In Section 3, we describe the algorithm from [11] leading to a partial recovery bound for a deterministic assignment of the communities. In Section 4, we provide the explicit way to estimate the parameters of our model. In Section 5, we expose our results. After presenting some numerical experiments in Section 6, the proofs are provided in Section 7.
Notations Let p ∈ N * .
• [p] ∶= {1, . . . , p}.
• ∀A, B ∈ R p×p , ⟨A, B⟩ = Tr(A ⊺ B). 1 We recall that the assortative SBM refers to the case where within group probabilities of connection are larger than between group probabilities of connection.
• ∀A ∈ R p×p , ∀i ∈ [p], A ∶,i denotes the i-th column of the matrix A.
• For a varying parameter α p , the notation α p ∼ f (p) indicates that, as p → ∞, the quantity α p f (p) tends to a non-zero constant.
• For a varying parameter α p , the notation α p = Ω(f (p)) indicates that, as p → ∞, the quantity f (p) α p stays bounded.
Model
An undirected graph G is defined by a set of nodes V and a set of edges E ⊂ V × V . For an undirected graph with n nodes, we define the adjacency matrix of this graph X ∈ {0, 1} n×n such that for all i, j ∈ [n],
Stochastic Block Model Let us consider K ≥ 2 communities and a set of n nodes V = [n]. Each node i ∈ [n] belongs to one community k ∈ [K] and we denote c i the community of node i. Considering the symmetric connectivity matrix Q ∈ [0, 1] K×K , the adjacency matrix of the graph X ∈ {0, 1} n×n related to the assignment of the communities (c i ) i∈[n] is defined by
where Ber(p) indicates a Bernoulli random variable with parameter p ∈ [0, 1]. For a parameter α n ∈ (0, 1) varying with the number of nodes n, we will be focused on connectivity matrix of the form Q ∶= α n Q 0 ,
where Q 0 ∈ [0, 1] K×K . As highlighted for example in [3] , the rate of α n as n → ∞ is a key property to study random graphs sampled from SBMs. Typical regimes are α n ∼ 1 (dense regime), α n ∼ log(n) n (relatively sparse regime) and α n ∼ 1 n (sparse regime). In the standard Stochastic Block Model, the communities (c i ) i∈[n] are assigned independently to each node according to a probability distribution ν ∈ [0, 1] K , ∑ k∈[K] ν k = 1. Stated otherwise, the community c i of node i ∈ [n] is randomly sampled from the distribution ν.
Markovian assignment of communities in the SBM We introduce in this paper a new Stochastic Block Model by assigning a community to each node using a Markovian dynamic. We start by ordering the n nodes in V and without loss of generality, we consider the increasing order of the integers 1, 2, . . . , n. For all i ∈ [n], we denote C i ∈ [K] the random variable representing the community of the node i and we consider that they satistify the following assumption.
is a positive recurrent Markov chain on the finite space [K] with invariant probability π, with transition matrix P ∈ R K×K and initial distribution π.
We assign communities as follows:
EndFor.
Once the community of each node is assigned, we draw an edge between the nodes i and j with probability Here, Q 0 ∈ [0, 1] K×K and α n ∈ (0, 1) is varying with n. Figure 1 presents a graphical representation of our model.
We will need the following additional notations
and we adopt the following condition which is necessary for the identifiability our model.
Identifiability If assumptions A1 and A2 hold and if α n log(n) ≤ 1 L, Theorems 2, 3 and 4 prove that we are able to get consistent estimation of the parameters P , π and Q of our model as soon as
Stated otherwise, under assumptions A1, A2 and α n log(n) ≤ 1 L, our model is proved to be identifiable as soon as the average degree of the nodes is of order log(n) or higher.
Error measure Given two partitionsĜ = (Ĝ 1 , . . . ,Ĝ K ) and G = (G 1 , . . . , G K ) of [n] into K non-void groups, we define the proportion of non-matching points
where A ∆ B represents the symmetric difference between the two sets A and B and S K represents the set of permutations on {1, . . . , K}. WhenĜ is a partition estimating G, we refer to err(Ĝ, G) as the misclassification proportion (or error) of the clustering.
The quantity nα n π m D 2 L will be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio to control the misclassification error of our algorithm.
Inferring the hidden communities
In this Section, we present how we estimate the partition of the nodesĜ when communities are assigned using a Markovian dynamic. Our main result Theorem 1 shows that we are able to achieve − log err(Ĝ, G) = Ω(nα n ).
Stated otherwise, we get a misclassification error that decays exponentially fast with respect to nα n . We recover the convergence rate recently proved in [11] in the standard SBM 2 when the size of the smallest cluster scales linearly with n like in our case (see (8) for a proof). To reach this result, we use the SDP algorithm proposed by Giraud and Verzelen in [11] . In the following, we expose how the method works.
Suppose the community of each node in the graph has been assigned. In all this subsection, all the communities are considered fixed. The size of the community k ∈ [K] will be denoted m k . The size of the smallest community will be denoted m and X will define the adjacency matrix of the graph.
In [11] , the authors are interested in solving optimization problem similar to the following
where PSD means that B is positive semidefinite. We remind that, dealing with two communities, when the values of the probability matrix Q are a constant p on the diagonal and another constant q off the diagonal with p > q, we are in the assortative case. In the assortative setting, optimization problems like (1) have been widely used to recover communities, see [6] , [12] , [23] , [13] , [9] . Those SDP programs are trying to maximize the probability of connection between nodes belonging to the same community. Therefore, they cannot be used directly to solve community detection outside of the assortative framework. Peng and Wei in [21] showed that any partition G of [n] can be uniquely represented by a n × n matrix B * ∈ R n×n defined by
The set of such matrices B * that can be built from a particular partition of [n] in K groups is defined by
where 1 ∈ R n is the n-dimensional vector with all entries equal to one and where B ≥ 0 means that all entries of B are nonnegative. Peng and Wei [21] proved that solving the K-means problem
Writing B * an optimal solution of (3), an optimal solution for the K-means problem is obtained by gathering indices i, j ∈ [n] such that B * i,j ≠ 0. The set S is not convex and the authors of [11] propose the following relaxation of problem (3)B
where
The constraints B ≤ β allows to deal with sparse graphs. Indeed, when α n = o(log(n) n), solving (4) without this constraint will produce unbalanced partition.
At this step, we cannot ensure thatB belongs to S and a final refinement is necessary to end up with a clustering of the nodes of the graph. This final rounding step is achieved by running a Kmedoid algorithm on the rows ofB. Given a partition {G 1 , . . . , G k } of the n nodes of the graph into K communities, we define the related membership matrix A ∈ R n×K where A i,k = 1 i∈G k . Working on the rows ofB, a K-medoid algorithm tries to find efficiently a pair (Â,M ) withÂ
where A K is the set of all possible membership matrices and Rows(B) the set of all rows ofB. The K-medoids algorithm proposed in [5] gives in polynomial time a pair (Â,M ) satisfying the inequality (5) with ρ = 7. FromÂ we are able to define the final partition of the nodes of the graph by setting
Remark. As highlighted in [11] , the parameter β can not be computed since L is unknown. Verzelen and Giraud propose to set β to valueβ = K 3 n e 2nd X ∧ 1, where d X denotes the density of the graph. We end up with the Algorithm 1 to estimate the communities in the SBM.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to estimate the partition of the nodes of the graph. Data: Adjacency matrix X of a graph G = (V, E), Number of communities K.
1: Compute the density of the graph d X = 2 E n(n−1) and setβ = K 3 n e 2nd X ∧ 1. 2: FindB ∈ arg max B∈Cβ ⟨XX ⊺ , B⟩ (using for example the interior-point method).
3: Run the K-medoids algorithm from [5] on the rows ofB. NoteÂ ∈ {0, 1} n×K the membership matrix obtained.
4 Inferring the parameters of the model
provided by the Algorithm 1.
The connectivity matrix
Once the partition of the nodes is correctly recovered, a natural estimator for Q k,l (for k, l ∈ [K] 2 ) consists in computing the ratio between the number of edges between nodes with communities k and l and the maximum number of edges between nodes with communities k and l.
One can remark that each entry of our estimatorQ is a sum of identically distributed and independent Bernoulli random variables (i.e. it is a Binomial random variable).
The invariant distribution of the Markov chain
Thanks to the ergodic theorem, we know that the average number of visits of each state of the chain converges toward the invariant probability of the chain at this particular state. Stated otherwise, for all community k ∈ [K], the average number of nodes with community k in the graph converges toward π(k) as n tends to +∞. Therefore we propose to estimate the invariant measure of the chain (C i ) i≥1 withπ defined by
The transition matrix of the Markov chain
We define (Y i ) i≥1 a Markov Chain on [K] 2 by setting :
and its invariant measure is given by µ such that ∀k, l, µ(k, l) = π(k)P k,l . We propose to estimate each entry of the transition matrix P of the Markov chain
Results
We provide a partial recovery bound in the Stochastic Block Model when the communities are assigned through a Markovian dynamic. We define the signal-to-noise ratio as
We shed light on the fact that this quantity matches asymptotically the SNR from Theorem B when π is the uniform distribution over [K] and when the communities are assigned independently to each node according to the probability distribution π. Similarly to Theorem B, we prove with Theorem 1 that the misclassification error decays exponentially fast with respect to the SNR S 2 .
In Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4, the constants a and b ′ only depend on the parameters π, P and Q 0 while the constant b also depends on the number of communities K. In Section 7, Lemmas 1.1, 2, 3 and 4 provide respectively a more complete version of Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 by giving explicitly these constants.
Theorem 1. Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L. Then there exist three constants a, b, c > 0 such that for any n satisfying nα n > a, it holds with probability at least 1 − b n 2 err(Ĝ, G) ≤ e −cS 2 .
In particular, it holds with probability at least 1 − b n 2 − log err(Ĝ, G) = Ω(nα n ).
Remark. Theorem 1 states that in the relatively sparse setting (i.e. when α n ∼ log(n) n), we achieve a polynomial decay of the misclassification error with order π m D 2 L. The greater the quantity π m D 2 L is, the faster the misclassification error decays. The condition on the sparsity parameter α n indicates that we are able to deal with the sparse regime (i.e. when α n ∼ 1 n) for n large enough when lim n→∞ nα n > a. 3 In Theorems 2, 3 and 4, the condition on the sparsity parameter α n indicates that we get consistent estimation respectively of the transition matrix, the invariant measure and the connectivity matrix in the relatively sparse regime (i.e. when α n ∼ log(n) n) for n large enough when lim n→∞ nα n log(n) > a.
Theorem 2. Let us consider γ > 5K 2π 2 m . Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L. Then there exist three constants a, b, b ′ > 0 such that for any n satisfying nα n log(n) ≥ a and nα n ≥ a γ 2 , it holds with probability at least
Remark.
To prove this theorem, we consider the Markov chain (Y i ) i≥1 built considering two consecutive states of the Markov chain (C i ) i≥1 . Stated otherwise, the state number i of the Markov chain used is formed by the couple of the communities of the nodes number i and number i + 1.
Theorem 3. Let us consider γ > 0. Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L. Then there exist three constants a, b, b ′ > 0 such that for any n satisfying nα n log(n) ≥ a, it holds with probability at least
Theorem 4. Let us consider γ > 0. Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L. Then there exist three constants a, b, b ′ > 0 such that for any n satisfying nα n log(n) ≥ a and n > γ + 1 π m 2 , it holds with probability at least
Simulations
The code to reproduce the following results is available here 4 .
Experiments with 2 communities
We test our algorithm on a toy example with K = 2 communities, α n = 1 and with the following matrices:
The Figure 2 shows the evolution of the infinity norm of the difference between the true transition matrix P and our estimateP when the size of the graph is increasing. Those numerical results are consistent with Theorem 2 : we recover the parametric convergence rate with our estimator of the transition matrix. Figure 2 : We plot the log of the infinity norm of the difference between the true transition matrix P and our estimateP according to the log of the number of nodes in the graph. For each point, the bar represents the standard deviation of the infinity norm error computed over thirty randomly generated graphs with the same number of nodes and using the matrices P and Q defined by (6) .
With Figure 3 , we shed light on the influence of the average degree of the nodes on the performance of our algorithm. We propose to compute the precision and the recall of the binary classification problem that we study when K = 2 defining
where Q 0 is defined in (6) and α varies between 0.1 and 1 on a log scale. We remind that in a binary classification problem, the precision is the ratio between the number of examples labeled 1 that belong to class 1 and the number of examples labeled 1. The recall is the ratio between the number of examples labeled 1 that belong to class 1 and the number of examples that belong to class 1. In our context, those definitions read as
. Figure 3 : We plot the recall and the precision of the output of our algorithm with a graph sampled from SBM with a Markovian assignment of the communities using n = 100 nodes, a transition matrix P defined in (6) and a connectivity matrix Q = αQ 0 where Q 0 is defined in (6) and α varies on a log scale between 0.1 and 1. We show the recall and the precision with respect to the log 10 of the sparsity parameter α.
Experiments with 5 communities
We test our algorithm on a toy example with K = 5 communities, with the transition matrix P and the connectivity matrix Q defined by 
Sampling random graphs from SBM with Markovian assignment of the communities using the matrices (7), we see with Figure 4 that communities 3 and 4 have small sizes compared to the other clusters. For a graph sampled with a size equal to 40, Figure 4 .a shows us that the SDP algorithm defined in 1 is able to capture relevant information about the clustering of the nodes in communities 1, 2 and 5. However, we see that using a number of nodes equal to 40 is not enough to distinguish nodes belonging to community 3 or 4. Figure 4 .b proves that increasing the size of the graph (with n = 160) allows to solve this issue. One can easily guess that running a K-medoid algorithm on the rows of the matrixB plotted in Figure 4 .b will lead to an accurate clustering of the nodes of the graph. Figure 5 shows that the log of the misclassification error decreases linearly with the size of the graph.
(a) n = 40.
(b) n = 160. Figure 4 : We consider K = 5 communities and we order the nodes of the graph such that the true partition of the nodes is given by G 1 = {1, . . . , m 1 }, G 2 = {m 1 + 1, . . . , m 1 + m 2 }, . . . , G 5 = {∑ 4 j=1 m j + 1, . . . , n}. We generate random graphs from SBM with Markovian assignment of the communities using the transition matrix P and the connectivity matrix Q defined by 7. We plot the matrix B * solution of (3) and its approximationB obtained by solving the SDP (4). Thanks to the node ordering, the matrix B * (defined in (2)) has a block diagonal structure where each entry of one block is equal to the inverse of the size of the associated cluster. Figure ( We consider K = 5 communities and we sample random graph from SBM with Markovian assignment of the communities using matrices defined in (7) . We estimate the partition of the nodes of the graph using Algorithm 1. We plot the log of the misclassification error as a function of the size of the graphs sampled. Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L and that nα n > max 4Lc ′′ π 2 m D 2 , 2 Lπ m . Then it holds
where S 2 = nαnπmD 2 L and where A 1 and A 2 are constants that only depend on the Markov chain (C i ) i≥1
Remarks.
• The fact that π m > 0 is a direct consequence of the positive recurrent property of the Markov chain.
• The second term in the right hand side of the previous inequality comes from the concentration of the average number of visits of the Markov chain towards the invariant distribution of the chain. The first term in this inequality corresponds to the bound from Theorem B when communities have been assigned.
Recalling that Q ∞ is upper bounded by α n L, the condition α n log(n) ≤ 1 L enforces the signal to noise ratio defined by Giraud and Verzelen s 2 ∶= ∆ 2 (α n L) (see Theorem B) to be larger than ∆ 2 × log(n). Another way to interpret this condition is to say that it enforces the expected degree of all nodes of the graph to be smaller than n log(n).
• In order to get some intuition on the conditions on n in the previous theorem, keep in mind that asymptotically, the size of the smallest community in the graph will be n × π m .
-The condition n > 4Lc ′′ α n π 2 m D 2 can be read as (n×π m )α n D 2 L > 4c ′′ πm = 4c ′′ × n nπm . Asymptotically, (n × π m )α n D 2 L provides a lower bound on the signal-to-noise ratio defined in Theorem B.
This shows that the condition n > 4Lc ′′ α n π 2 m D 2 is related to the constraint s 2 ≳ n m of Theorem B.
-The condition n > 2 α n Lπ m can be read as 1 n×πm < α n L 2. This shows that the condition n > 2 α n Lπ m is related to the constraint 1 m < α n L from Theorem B.
The proof of Lemma 1.1 is based on the following Lemma which is proved below. Lemma 1.2. We consider c, c ′ and c ′′ the three numerical constants involved in Theorem B.
Let us consider 0 < t < π m . Assume that α n L ≤ 1 log(n). Then for any > 0 and n large enough such that:
where A 1 and A 2 are constants defined in Theorem 1.
Note that the only constraint on is given by the condition (i) which is equivalent to
In order to get the tighter result possible, we want to choose = exp − c ′ D 2 nα n (π m − t) L which leads to t = π m − L log(1 ) c ′ D 2 nα n .
The condition t > 0 is then equivalent to
The condition (ii) is equivalent to
The condition (iii) is equivalent to
One can easily prove that for nα n > max 4Lc ′′
satisfies the three conditions above. We proved Lemma 1.1. ∎ Proof of Lemma 1.2. Using Theorem 1.2 from [16] , we get that
). We deduce that for all t > 0,
Suppose that 0 < t < π m and that n is large enough to satisfy :
. ( * )
We denote by M the random variable that gives the size of the smallest cluster:
Since on the event Ω, we have n(π m − t) ≤ M almost surely, we get that on Ω,
where s 2 = ∆ 2 (α n L) with ∆ 2 = min k≠j ∆ 2 k,j and ∆ 2 k,j = ∑ l m l (Q k,l − Q j,l ) 2 . The last equality comes from that ∆ 2 ≥ M α 2 n D 2 . Using ( * ) we get that
.
We note that on Ω :
• Condition (ii) gives
Applying the result of Verzelen and Giraud from [11] , we get that
Proof of Theorem 2
We will prove a more accurate result with Lemma 2. Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L, that nα n > max 4Lc ′′ π 2 m D 2 , 4 Lπ m , 2L log(n) π m c ′ D 2 and that √ n > 2 πm (1 + π 2 m γ 5). Then it holds
where B 1 and B 2 depend only on the Markov chain and are defined by
• The first term in the right hand side of the previous inequality is due to the concentration of the average number of visits of the chain (Y i ) i≥1 (defined in subsection 4.3) towards its invariant distribution. The two last terms of the inequality correspond to the bound guaranteeing the recovery of the true partitions with a direct application of Theorem 1.
• The condition nα n > 2L log(n) πmc ′ D 2 ensures that exp − πmnαnc ′ D 2 2L < 1 n . Theorem 1 will then guarantee that we recover perfectly the partition of the communities.
• Expecting the accuracy γ √ n, the condition √ n > 2 πm (1 + π 2 m γ 5) ensures that the Markov chain (C i ) i≥1 has visited enough each state k ∈ [K] to guarantee the convergence of the average number of visits toward the invariant distribution.
Proof of Lemma 2.
I. Concentration of the average number of visits for
Then using again Theorem 1.2 from [16] , we get that
II. First step toward the theorem.
We define the event N ∶= err(Ĝ, G) < exp − πmnαnc ′ D 2
2L
. Note that on N , the partition of the clusters is correctly recovered thanks to the condition nα n > 2L log(n) 
Then,
Note that the condition √ n > 2 πm (1 + π 2 m γ 5) of Lemma 2 implies √ n > 2 π m (1 + Kζ).
III. We prove that ( * ) is zero.
In this third step of the proof, we are going to show that conditionally on the event N ∩ Γ, the infinite norm between our estimate of the transition matrixP and P is smaller than γ √ n.
1 ○ We split ( * ) in two terms.
Here we show that a concentration of the average number of visits for (Y i ) i≥1 gives for free a concentration result of the average number of visits for (C i ) i≥1 .
Note that on the event Γ :
(π(k)P k,l − r) = n − 1 n (π(k) − Kr).
We deduce then that on Γ,
3 ○ We show that the first term from 1 ○ is zero.
Since from (9), √ n ≥ 2 πm (1 + Kζ), we have
which leads to
Moreover, since from (9) and the fact that π m ∈ (0, 1),
Coming back to (10) , we finally get
The last equality is due to the definition of ζ. Indeed,
4
○ We show that the second term from 1 ○ is zero.
where the last equality comes from the definition of r = ζ √ n and the definition of Γ because
IV. Conclusion.
where we apply Lemma 1.1 in the last inequality. ∎
Proof of Theorem 3
Lemma 3 provides a more complete version of Theorem 3 by giving explicitly the constants.
Lemma 3. We keep the notations of Theorem 1.
Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L and that nα n > max 4Lc ′′ π 2 m D 2 , 2 Lπ m , 2L log(n) π m c ′ D 2 . Then for all t > 0, it holds
Proof of Lemma 3.
Using Theorem 1.2 from [16] , we get that
2L
. Note that on N , the partition of the clusters is correctly recovered thanks to the condition nα n > 2L log(n) πmc ′ D 2 . Then,
Proof of Theorem 4
We start by proving Lemma 4 which enriches the statement of Theorem 4 by giving explicitly the constants.
Lemma 4. We keep the notations of Theorem 1.
Assume that α n log(n) ≤ 1 L and that nα n > max
Proof of Lemma 4.
• Preliminary 1
Using Bernstein inequality, we get that
• Preliminary 2
2L
. Note that on N , the partition of the clusters is correctly recovered thanks to the condition nα n > 2L log(n) πmc ′ D 2 and using Lemma 1.1.
• Preliminary 3
We deduce that for all t > 0,
and using preliminary 3,
where we used that P(N c Ω) ≤ c n 2 which is shown in the proof of Theorem 1, ≤ 2 1≤k≤l≤K exp − n(π(k) − t) × (nπ(l) − nt − 1)t 2 2(Q k,l (1 − Q k,l ) + t 3)
where the last inequality is a direct consequence of the three preliminaries. ∎
Proof of Theorem 4.
Let us consider γ > 0 and define t = γ √ n . Asking nα n log(n)
we ensure that nα n satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4. Now let us look into the condition t = γ √ n < π m − 1 n of Theorem 4. We will ask t to satisfy the stronger condition
Studying the polynomial function f ∶ x ↦ πm 2 x 2 − γx − 1, one can find that the zeros of f are
We deduce that asking
which implies √ n > 2γ+ √ 2πm πm , we guarantee that γ √ n < π m − 1 n. Applying Lemma 4, we get that with probability at least
it holds Q − Q ∞ ≤ γ √ n. Thanks to (11), we have (nπ m − γ √ n − 1) 2 = n 2 (π m − γ √ n − 1 n) 2 ≥ n 2 π 2 m 4 and γ √ n ≤ π m 2. We deduce that defining b ∶= c ∨ (2K(K + 1)) and b ′ ∶= 1 2(A 1 4 + A 2 π m ) ∧ π 2 m 2 + 4 3 π m , it holds with probability at least 1 − b(1 n 2 ∨ exp(−b ′ γ 2 ))
∎ is a norm on L 2 (E, Σ, π). ⋅ π naturally allows to define the norm of a linear operator T on L 2 (E, Σ, π) as N π (T ) = sup{ T h π ∶ h π = 1}.
To each transition probability kernel P (x, B) with x ∈ E and B ∈ Σ invariant with respect to π, we can associate a bounded linear operator h ↦ ∫ h(y)P (⋅, dy) on L 2 (E, Σ, π). Denoting this operator P , we get P h(x) = h(y)P (x, dy), ∀x ∈ E, ∀h ∈ L 2 (E, Σ, π).
Denoting by P * the adjoint or time-reversal operator of the Markov operator P , we can define the self-adjoint operator R = (P + P * ) 2. Let L 0 2 (π) ∶= {h ∈ L 2 (E, Σ, π) ∶ π(h) = 0}. The spectrum of a self-adjoint Markov operator like R acting on L 0 2 (π) is contained in [−1, +1]. The gap between 1 and the maximum of the spectrum of R is called the right L 2 -spectral gap of P . 
B Partial recovery bound in SBM with fixed assignment of the communities
Verzelen and Giraud in [11] introduce a relaxed version of the K-means algorithms on the columns of the adjacency matrix. One specificity of their algorithm is the fact that they are working with the square of the adjacency matrix. This choice allows them to tackle problems outside of the assortative setting and with a wide set of possible connectivity matrices Q contrary to previous works. Theorem B presents the result of Verzelen and Giraud in the SBM framework with a connectivity matrix Q = α n Q 0 .
Theorem B. (see Theorem 2 in [11] ). Assume that Q 0 ∞ ≤ L. We define the signal-to-noise ratio s 2 = ∆ 2 (α n L), where ∆ 2 = min k≠j ∆ 2 k,j with ∆ 2 k,j = ∑ l m l (Q k,l − Q j,l ) 2 = α 2 n ∑ l m l ((Q 0 ) k,l − (Q 0 ) j,l ) 2 . Then, there exist three positive constants c, c ′ , c ′′ , such that for any 1 m ≤ α n L ≤ 1 log(n), 1 m ≤ β ≤ β(α n L) ∶= K 3 n e 4nαnL and s 2 ≥ c ′′ n m, with probability at least 1 − c n 2 , err(Ĝ, G) ≤ e −c ′ s 2 .
In particular, since
we get that with probability at least 1 − c n 2 , − log err(Ĝ, G) = Ω(mα n ).
